WHITE WINE
Storm River, Chenin Blanc
WESTERN CAPE, SOUTH AFRICA

Steely aromas of citrus and fresh herbs
prevail in this fresh, youthful wine. Bright
and crisp, with acidity perfectly balancing
a mellow white stone fruit flavour.
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R
Roquemolière,
Picpoul de Pinet Réserve
LANGUEDOC, FRANCE

The wine is crisp, light and aromatic, with
remarkable freshness on the palate. Classic and
charming – the perfect summertime tipple.
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Casa de Rossa, Pinot Grigio
VENETO, ITALY

Lemony on the nose, with a delicious balance
in the mouth, this Pinot Grigio is a very easy to
drink dry white, with a sublime lingering finish
reminiscent of fresh garden herbs and peach.
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Ramón Bilbao, Verdejo
RUEDA, SPAIN

An intense and aromatic wine on the nose,
with tropical aromas interlaced with notes of
fennel and aniseed. Citrus and mineral fiavours
lead to a lingering finish on the palate.

32

Homeward Bound, Chardonnay
SOUTH EASTERN AUSTRALIA

Bright and zesty, with flavours of white
stone fruit and a citrus tang on the finish.
On the nose, tropical aromas of melon
and peach add texture and depth.
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CENTRAL VALLEY, CHILE

An elegant, juicy and fresh wine.
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Ramón Bilbao, Albariño
RIAS BAIXAS, SPAIN

On the nose, tropical notes of pineapple and
passion fruit intersperse with golden apple and
stone fruits. A refined palate displays nuances of
apricot, mango and a delicious tropical fruit finish.
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Sauvignon Blanc Vamonos
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Chateau Ste. Michelle, Riesling
COLUMBIA VALLEY, USA

25

Crisp green apple and lime flavours,
layered with subtle minereal notes and
an aroma full of honeyed fruit. Ends with
a pleasant, lively mouthfeel. |

Mack & Collie Sauvignon Blanc

34

MARLBOROUGH, NEW ZEALAND

A herby, bright Sauvignon, brimming with
crisp acidity and tangy citrus flavours. On the
nose, some tropical fruits burst through, adding
depths of passionfruit and melon to the wine.
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Measures shown are: 175ml | Bottle
Wines on the list may contain sulphites, egg or milk products. Please ask a member of staff should you require guidance.
Vegan Friendly
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ROSÉROSÉ
WINE
WINE

SPARKLING
SPARKLING

Bodegas
Bodegas
Santa Ana,
SantaMalbec
Ana, Malbec
Rosé Rosé

Desert Desert
Rose, White
Rose,Zinfandel
White Zinfandel

Tosti, Prosecco
Tosti, Prosecco

A bright pink,
A bright
delicate,
pink,crisp
delicate,
wine crisp wine
with intense
with
notes
intense
of red
notes
fruitsofsuch
red fruits such
as strawberries
as strawberries
and plums.and
| plums. |

Fruity on the
Fruity
nose,
onwith
the nose,
intense
with
strawberry
intense strawberry
and citrus and
notes.
citrus
A light
notes.
andArefreshing
light and refreshing
White
White
Zinfandel with
Zinfandel
a smooth,
with a
sweet
smooth,
finish.
sweet finish.

Delicate, with
Delicate,
a perfumed
with a perfumed
bouquet of
bouquet
pear, apple
of pear, apple
and citrus and
fruits.citrus
A crisp
fruits. A crisp
off-dry palate
off-dry
boasts
palate boasts
fresh and fruity
fresh flavours,
and fruity flavours,
which are which
enhanced
are enhanced
by a
by a
balancingbalancing
swirl of minerality.
swirl of minerality.

MENDOZA, MENDOZA,
ARGENTINAARGENTINA
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CALIFORNIA,
CALIFORNIA,
USA
USA
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VENETO, ITALY
VENETO, ITALY
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RED RED
WINE
WINE
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Tosti, Rosé
Tosti,Moscato
Rosé Moscato
Merlot Merlot
Vamonos
Vamonos

Volpi, Barbera
Volpi, Barbera
Amonte
Amonte

Filled with flavours
Filled with
offlavours
redcurrant,
of redcurrant,
plum, black
plum,
cherry
black
andcherry
vanilla.
and vanilla.

DeliciouslyDeliciously
fruity with notes
fruity with
of blueberries,
notes of blueberries,
cherries and
cherries
raspberries.
and raspberries.
A complexAand
complex and
robust wine
robust
with a
wine
persitent
with afinish.
persitent
| finish. |

CENTRAL VALLEY,
CENTRAL
CHILE
VALLEY, CHILE
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Homeward
Homeward
Bound,Bound,
Shiraz Shiraz
SOUTH EASTERN
SOUTH
AUSTRALIA
EASTERN AUSTRALIA

Brimming with
Brimming
aromas
with
ofaromas
crushedofblack
crushed black
cherries, this
cherries,
Shiraz isthis
smooth
Shirazand
is smooth
textured,
and textured,
with dark chocolate
with dark chocolate
and lively spices
and lively spices
bursting through
bursting
onthrough
the palate.
on the palate.
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CASABLANCA
CASABLANCA
VALLEY, CHILE
VALLEY, CHILE

Balanced Balanced
and subtle,and
thesubtle,
wine exudes
the wine exudes
notes of cherry,
notes cranberry
of cherry, cranberry
and strawberry,
and strawberry,
blended with
blended
nuances
withof
nuances
coffee and
of coffee and
cacao. Fruity
cacao.
and Fruity
juicy on
and
the
juicy
palate.
on the palate.
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A robust, savoury
A robust,
wine
savoury
accented
wine accented
by rich flavours
by rich flavours
of violets, plums
of violets,
andplums
cherries.
andSubtle
cherries.
hintsSubtle
of vanilla
hints of vanilla
add a refined
addsweetness
a refined sweetness
on the finish.
on|the finish. |
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Bright andBright
rosy colour,
and rosy
with
colour,
a
with a
fruity and aromatic
fruity and nose.
aromatic
The nose. The
perlage is perlage
fine and ispersistent,
fine and persistent,
creating an
creating
elegantan
wine
elegant wine
characterised
characterised
by red berry
by red berry
and blackand
cherry
black
notes.
cherry notes.
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RamónRamón
Bilbao,Bilbao,
Rioja Crianza
Rioja Crianza
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RIOJA, SPAIN
RIOJA, SPAIN

CHAMPAGNE
CHAMPAGNE
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Brut Baron
Brut De
Baron
Marck
De Marck
Gobillard
Gobillard

A youthful,Aruby-red
youthful,wine.
ruby-red
Blackcurrants
wine. Blackcurrants
and
and
hints of blackberry
hints of blackberry
yoghurt display
yoghurt
ondisplay
the
on the
nose, with nose,
spicy with
nuances
spicyof
nuances
cumin, vanilla
of cumin,
andvanilla and
cinnamoncinnamon
emerging emerging
on the palate.
on the
| palate. |
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Les Mougeottes,
Les Mougeottes,
Cabernet
Cabernet
Sauvignon
Sauvignon
LANGUEDOC,
LANGUEDOC,
FRANCE
FRANCE

A warm and
A warm
spicy and
Cabernet,
spicy Cabernet,
with hints of
with
coffee
hints of coffee
and plentyand
of ripe,
plenty
dark
of fruit.
ripe,Full-bodied
dark fruit. Full-bodied
on the
on the
palate, with
palate,
noteswith
ofWW
notes
blackcurrant
ofWW blackcurrant
interlacinginterlacing
with the subtle
with the
vanilla
subtle
flavours
vanilla
offlavours
new oak.
of new oak.
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Trapiche,
Trapiche,
Melodias
Melodias
MalbecMalbec
MENDOZA, MENDOZA,
ARGENTINAARGENTINA
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PIEMONTE, ITALY
PIEMONTE, ITALY

CHAMPAGNE,
CHAMPAGNE,
FRANCE
FRANCE

Viñamar,
Viñamar,
Pinot Noir
Pinot Noir
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PIEMONTE, ITALY
PIEMONTE, ITALY
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Chateau
Chateau
Ste. Michelle,
Ste. Michelle,
Syrah Syrah
COLUMBIA COLUMBIA
VALLEY, USAVALLEY, USA

An approachable
An approachable
and fruit-forward
and fruit-forward
Syrah with Syrah with
an invitingan
velvety
inviting
texture,
velvety
brimming
texture, with
brimming
flavours
with flavours
of red fruit of
and
redcrushed
fruit anddark
crushed
berries.
dark
| berries. |
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A pure, soft
A Champagne
pure, soft Champagne
with a stylish
with
character.
a stylish character.
It’s
It’s
fruit is freshfruit
andis appealing,
fresh and appealing,
bursting with
bursting
apples
with
and
apples and
lemons. Anlemons.
upliftingAn
note
uplifting
of note of
freshly baked
freshly
brioche
baked
adds
brioche adds
complexitycomplexity
and class to
and
anclass to an
elegantly balanced
elegantly balanced
palate. palate.
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Perrier Perrier
Jouet, Grand
Jouet, Grand
Brut
Brut
CHAMPAGNE,
CHAMPAGNE,
FRANCE
FRANCE

Full, rich flavours
Full, rich
offlavours
brioche,of brioche,
butter andbutter
shortbread
and shortbread
all
all
in superb balance,
in superbwith
balance, with
persistent, persistent,
lively bubbles
lively bubbles
and a long,
and
dryafinish.
long, dry finish.
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